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ROMAN BATHS

Inspired by ancient Rome, this path includes a tiepidarium (36° C),
a calidarium (42° C), a Finnish sauna (70° C), an aromarium (36° C)
with essences from Tuscia and a relaxation area where our guests can
enjoy a selection of herbal tea.
This unique experience is completed by the semi-covered thermal
pool that extends from the arcade towards outside and the thermal hot
tub with draining and relaxing properties.
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STIGLIANO MUDS
Mud Body wrap
This treatment uses Stigliano muds to restore your body
with unique features such as:
Draining: to reduce cellulite blemishes
Detoxifying: soothing for muscle aches and tensions
Exfoliating: thanks to the beneficial elements of Stigliano
waters, your skin will be exfoliated and moisturised
Total body duration 45’ - € 65
Half body duration 20’ - € 40

Liver compress
A pad of thermal mud on the liver area for a strong
detoxifying effect.
Duration 20’ - € 40

BODY TREATMENTS
Salt and Stigliano aromatic herbs scrub
This treatment removes impurities and dead skin cells.
The skin is left smooth and fresh.
Designed also for men.
Duration 20’ - € 40 | 45’ - € 70

Draining treatment
This treatment reduces fluid retention and body
adiposity. It also reduces cellulite blemishes by
exfoliating, tonifying and slimming your body.
Restorative, anti-cellulite and tonifying treatment
duration 45’ - € 65

Stigliano mud facial treatment
Recommended for combination and impure skins, a
water and Stigliano mud treatment with exfoliating,
purifying and healing actions
Duration 20’ - € 40
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FACIALS
Cleansing Facial
A deep cleansing treatment that removes impurities
and gives a youthful glow. This treatment includes
cleansing, scrub to remove dead skin cells, steam and
facial masks. A head, shoulders and face massage
completes the experience. At the end of the treatment
a moisturizer is applied.
Duration 45’ - € 65

Hydriting Facial Treatment
With its antioxidant and moisturised active ingredients,
this treatment leaves the skin fresh and firm.
Duration 45’ - € 58

Purifying Facial Treatment
This treatment is good for combination and oily skins.
It reduces pore sizes and it gives you matte skin.
Duration 45’ - € 58
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Lifting Facial Treatment
Anti-ageing treatment, it is also good for those who
are experiencing early age wrinkles. It penetrates
deeply into your face, neck and décolleté; it prevents
the formation of new wrinkles, thus resulting in a
firmer and tighter skin.
Duration 45’ - € 60

Face massage
A lymphatic drainage treatment that eliminates
interstitial fluids and stimulates the circulation, reducing
puffiness, eye bags and dark circles under the eyes.
Duration 20’ - € 40

ESTETIC TREATMENTS
Pedicure
Manicure
Hair removal

€ 60
€ 40
Duration 15’ - € 25
Duration 30’ - € 40
Duration 45’ - € 60

MASSAGES
Relaxation Massage
This massage improves mood, mental and physical balance
and provides a pleasant relaxation for body and mind.
Duration 45’ - € 70

Draining Massage
This treatment reduces the volume of retained fluids
and enhances blood circulation.
This is a light pressure massage that works on the
lymphatic vessels which are very thin. It is good even
for pregnant women.
Duration 45’ - € 70

Relexant Massage
This massage loosens muscle tissues, thus relieving
stress, muscular tension and improving circulation.
Full body duration 45’ - € 80
Targeted duration 20’ - € 45
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Bamboo Massage
Recommended for both women and men, it is a draining
and restorative massage. The massage is practiced
alternating the use of bamboo canes and manual massage
techniques with fluid and wide movements.
Duration 45’ - € 80

Bamboo Wood Massage
A magical place where you can enjoy a restoring massage
and let yourself be soothed by the surrounding natural
atmosphere. Higly reccomended: a sensational experience!
(During the winter season, the Bamboo Wood is
unavailable and the couple massage room is used instead)
Duration 45’ - € 90 (single ) - € 180 (couple)

Couple massage
The couple massage gives new emotions thanks to its
relaxing action combined with a touch of complicity.
Duration 45’ - € 140
Duration 45’ + Jacuzzi - € 175
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HOLISTIC MASSAGES
Lomi Lomi Hawaiian Massage
One of the deepest and most ancient forms of massage
that combines long maneuvers, enveloping and
flowing wave movements, warm and scented oils. It
embraces your body just like the slow and rhythmic
movements of the Ocean waves. It releases tensions, it
relaxes tissues and instills a sense of peace, harmony
and wellbeing.
Duration 45’ - € 80 | 80’ - € 110

Foot Reflexology
Every single part of our body reflects on the sole of
our feet. For this reason every kind of stimulation
expertly performed on feet will produce positive
effects on the related organs.
Duration 45’ - € 80
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Californian Massage

Stone

This relaxing treatment is characterized by fluid,
slow and gentle movements that wrap your skin
with scented oils. It relieves tensions, anxiety and it
stimulates a quiet and calm breath as well as a good
blood and lymphatic circulation.
Duration 45’ - € 80
Duration 80’ - € 110

This massage uses warm stones for a complete relax and
is particularly indicated for joint and muscle tensions.
Duration 45’ - € 80 | 80’ - € 110

Total Relax Massage
This treatment involves all senses and it balances your
body and mind.
Duration 80’ - € 110

Ayurvedic Massage

Thai Foot Massage

A soft and relaxing Indian treatment, very effective
for body care, physical beauty and spiritual harmony.
It restores body balance and provides physical and
mental wellbeing.
Duration 45’ - € 80 | 80’ - € 110

A unique and ancient treatment where pressure is
applied to feet and lower legs. It stimulates muscles,
tendons of the foot and leg up to the knee. It works on
pressure points which correspond to specific parts of
the body as well as internal organs. It relieves stress,
it improves circulation and it provides a boost for the
immune and lymphatic system.
Duration 45’ - € 80

Shiatsu Massage
Shiatsu is an ancient massage therapy born in China
and then enhanced in Japan. It is characterised by a
perpendicular and constant pressure technique which
helps the body to heal itself. Shiatsu can treat mental
and physical well-being simultaneously by instilling
a sense of general relaxation. Your body will find
its balance and its harmony with the surrounding
environment.
Duration 45’ - € 80

Tailor made massage
A combination of massage techniques designed to suit
your needs. You can choose your own treatment right in
the cabin with one of our therapists!
Duration 45’ - € 90
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PRODUCTS
For over 2000 years Stigliano has been a magical place of well-being. The Stigliano
cosmetic line, produced with our thermal water that flows naturally from 5 sources
within our beautiful park, is rich in magnesium, calcium and bicarbonate. It is used
during our treatments and massages due to its extraordinary moisturizing proprieties.
Thanks to its vitamins, phytocomplexes and vegetable oils, the Stigliano cosmetic line
provides an immediate effect that lasts for long.
Do not hesitate to ask for more information or to order our products that will be
delivered directly at your house by sending an email to cosmetica@termedistigliano.it.
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SPA ETIQUETTE
Reservations and cancellations to spa sessions and packages

Treatments can be booked in advance by calling our reservation team at +39 06 99805977. Cancellations prior to 24 hours are free of
charge. Cancellations within 24 hours of arrival are non refundable. Please allow to be at the Spa reception at least 10 minutes in advance
of your booked treatment wearing a bathrobe; in case of delay, no extra time is provided.

Rules and Behaviour
The Spa is a temple of wellbeing, peace and tranquillity. Mobile phones and other electronic devices are therefore not permitted. We
would request that you demonstrate appropriate behaviour, such as keeping a low tone of voice and not being too intimate. Eating is
not permitted in the Spa or by the pool, Cafes and Restaurant are accessible for our guests. Drinking water and herbal tea is permitted.
Children under 14 are not allowed to enter.

Swimwear and Clothing
Our guests can enter the Spa and wear their swim cap inside the thermal baths. Robes must be worn; our guests can use their own or they
can reserve one for the cost of 10 euros. Towels and disposable underwear are included. At the end of the treatment we would request
that you put robes and towels in the specific baskets, otherwise you will be charged. You should throw away the disposable kit. Guests
who are provided with our swim cap should keep it for their entire stay. Please note that a €2 charge is applied for the loss of the swim cap.

Lost items and damages
The Spa will not be liable for damage or loss caused to our guests or their belongings. Please, do not leave your belongings unattended.
Only golden jewels are permitted, other can oxidise due to our sulfur-iodine waters. You could claim your lost articles at the Reception.
In the changing facilities our guests can find lockers, showers and hair dryer.
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Hotel - SPA - Restorant
Via Bagni di Stigliano 2
00060 Canale Monterano (RM)
T. 06.99805977 – Fax 06.9963428
info@termedistigliano.it - www.termedistigliano.it

